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Abstract

Sequential composition of voting rules, by making use of
structural properties of the voters’ preferences, providecom-
putationally economical ways for making a common deci-
sion over a Cartesian product of finite local domains. A
sequential composition is usually defined on a set of legal
profiles following a fixed order. In this paper, we gener-
alize this byorder-independent sequential compositionand
strongly decomposableto unify the sequential compositions
of all orders. We study to which extent some usual prop-
erties of voting rules transfer from the local rules to their
order-independent sequential composition. Then, to capture
the idea that a voting rule is neutral or decomposable on a
slightly smaller domain, we definenearly neutral, nearly de-
composablerules for both sequential composition and order-
independent sequential composition, which leads us to defin-
ing and studyingdecomposable permutations. We prove
that any sequential composition of neutral local rules and
any order-independent sequential composition of neutral lo-
cal rules satisfying a necessary condition are nearly neutral.

Introduction
When the set of candidates has a combinatorial structure, the
space needed for storing a preference relation increases ex-
ponentially. To overcome this problem, several approaches
were designed to exploit and use the independence informa-
tion in a preference relation, leading to concise representa-
tions, especially, CP-nets (Boutilieret al. 2004). In (Lang
2007), a sequential voting process was suggested, consisting
of local voting rules or correspondences, the winner being
selected through multiple steps from a set of votes satisfy-
ing some independence conditions. Such admissible input
profiles are referred to aslegal profiles. A rule or corre-
spondence is said to be decomposable, if its restriction to
legal profiles is the sequential composition of local rules on
respective subdomains. In (Xia, Lang, & Ying 2007) it is
proved thatanonymity, homogeneity, neutrality, participa-
tion, consensusare inherited to local rules from their se-
quential composition,monotonicityare inherited to the last
local rule, andconsistencyis also inherited if the sequential
composition satisfies homogeneity. On the other hand, only
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anonymity, homogeneity, consistencycan be lifted from lo-
cal rules to their sequential composition, whilemonotonicity
can be lifted from the last local rule. An especially impor-
tant property isneutrality. Although it has been proved in
(Xia, Lang, & Ying 2007) that the sequential composition of
two binary plurality rules (resp. correspondences) is neutral,
some negative results arise. For example, if a local domain
has more than three candidates, then the sequential composi-
tion of plurality rules (resp. correspondences) is not neutral.
It has also been proved that sequential composition on any
rules cannot satisfies both neutrality and the Condorcet cri-
terion. It is still unknown whether there exists a neutral de-
composable rule or correspondence other than the sequential
composition of two plurality rules on binary subdomains.

In this paper, we define the sequential composition of lo-
cal rules over a domain of “legal” profiles that do not require
the order on which the local rules are applied to be fixed
from the beginning of the process. Such a composition is
said to beorder-independent, because it is, to some extent,
insensitive to the order in which the local rules are applied;
the order-independent sequential composition of local rules
is said to be strongly decomposable. Because strong decom-
posability is stronger than decomposability, not all results on
decomposability can be directly carried over to strongly de-
composable case. Therefore we study the relation between
properties that local rules and their order-independent se-
quential composition satisfy respectively. For the specific
case of neutrality, we first study a specific class of permu-
tations on multiattribute domains, calleddecomposable per-
mutations. However, since directly proving or disproving
the existence of a neutral decomposable rule is hard, we
slightly relax the domain of application of decomposabil-
ity and neutrality, and introducenearly neutralandnearly
decomposablerules. We show that every sequential com-
position of neutral local correspondences is nearly neutral.
These results can be extended to strong decomposability.

The paper is structured as follows. First we recall some
basics on CP-nets, decomposable voting rules and proper-
ties of voting rules. Then we introduce order-independent
sequential composition and strong decomposability, and ad-
dress next the relation between local rules and their order-
independent sequential composition. Then, we study per-
mutations between legal profiles following different orders,
which enable us to define nearly neutral and nearly decom-



posable rules and correspondences, and we give our main
results. Because of space limit, proofs are omitted.

Notations and basic definitions

CP-nets and structured preferences

Let A = fx1; : : : ;xpg be a set of variables (or attributes),
and Di being the finite value domain ofxi. Let X =D1 � : : :�Dp. X is a combinatorial (or multiattribute) do-
main. ACP-netoverA is composed of (a) directed acyclic
graph (DAG)G overx1; : : : ;xp and (b) a set of conditional
linear preference orders overDi associated to each variablexi, expressed by a conditional preference tableCPT (xi)
consisting of a linear preference order�i~u overDi for each
tuple of values~u for the parents ofxi in G.

Given a CP-netN , a linear preferenceV overX is said
to extendN , denoted byV � N , if for any i, any�i~u2CPT (xi), and any~x 2Qxj 62fxig[Par(xi)Dj ,(xi; ~u; ~x) �V (yi; ~u; ~x) iff xi �i~u yi:
This definition captures the conditional independence of lin-
ear orders overX . Namely, ifV extendsN , then for anyi,
given the value ofPar(xi), the preference overDi is inde-
pendent of all non-descendent variables ofxi. The set of all
CP-nets onX is denoted byCP (X ).

Given an orderingO = x�(1) > : : : > x�(p) of V , where� is a permutation off1; : : : ; pg, we say a DAGG is com-
patible withO, denoted asG � O, if for any xi >O xj ,xj is not an ancestor ofxi in G. A CP-netN is said to be
compatible withO, denoted byN � O, if its DAG is com-
patible withO. The set of all CP-nets compatible withO is
denoted byCP (O).

We say a linear preferenceV is compatible withO, de-
noted byV � O, if there exists a CP-netN compatible
with O such thatV extendsN . Clearly, in a CP-net com-
patible withO, Par(x�(i)) � fx�(1); : : : ;x�(i�1)g. There-
fore, for any linear preferenceV compatible withO, if the
value of x�(1); : : : ;x�(i�1) is given, then the local pref-
erence overD�(i) is fixed. We writeV x�(i)jd�(1):::d�(i�1)
for the conditional preference overD�(i) given x�(1) =d�(1); : : : ;x�(i�1) = d�(i�1), andP x�(i)jd�(1):::d�(i�1) =fV x�(i) jd�(1):::d�(i�1) : V 2 Pg.
Decomposable voting rules and correspondences

GivenX a finite set of candidates, aprofile of N votes overX is a sequence ofN linear orders overX , denoted byP =(V1; : : : ; VN ). The set of all profiles overX is denoted byPX . A voting rule r overX is a function that maps each
profile P to r(P ) 2 X , wherer(P ) is referred to as the
winner ofP . A voting correspondence overX selects a
nonempty set of winners from a profile, thus is a mappingPX ! 2Xnf;g.

Given a multi-attribute domainX = D1 � : : : � Dp, a
decomposable voting rule (Lang 2007) is a voting rule de-
fined over all profiles that are compatible with a given orderO. We refer to such profilesO-legal profiles.

Definition 1 (O-legal) A voteV onX = D1 � : : : � Dp
isO-legal if V is compatible withO. The set of allO-legal
votes is denotedLegal(O).
A profileP isO-legal if all of its votes areO-legal. We writeLegal1(O) = S1i=1 Legal(O)i to represent the set of allO-legal profiles. We also writeLegali(X ) to represent the
set of all legal profiles ofi voters, andLegal(X ) to represent
the set of all legal profiles. By definition,Legali(X ) =SO Legal(O)i andLegal(X ) = S1i=1 Legali(X ).
Example 1 Let p = 2 and Di = f0i; 1ig,i = 1; 2. Consider the following votes:V1 1112 � 1102 � 0112 � 0102V2 1112 � 1102 � 0102 � 0112V3 1112 � 0112 � 0102 � 1102V4 1112 � 0102 � 1102 � 0112V1 extends the CP-net11 � 01; 01 : 12 � 02; 11 : 12 �02, thus it is inLegal(x1 > x2), and therefore inLegal(X ).
It is also inLegal(x2 > x1), because it extends the CP-net12 � 02; 02 : 11 � 01; 12 : 11 � 01. V2 is in Legal(x1 >x2), and thus inLegal(X ), but not inLegal(x2 > x1).V3 is in Legal(x2 > x1), and thus inLegal(X ) but not
in Legal(x1 > x2). V4 is not inLegal(x1 > x2) nor inLegal(x2 > x1), thus it is not inLegal(X ).

The 2-voter profilefV1; V2g is in Legal(x1 > x2)2,
therefore it is legal (i.e., it is inLegal2(X )). The 2-voter
profile fV2; V3g is not legal, although bothV2 and V3 are
legal, simply because there is no common orderingO such
thatV2 andV3 are bothO-legal.

Then we recall the definition ofO-sequential composition
of voting rules (Lang 2007). Given an orderO = x�(1) >: : : > x�(p) and a set of local rulesfr1; : : : ; rpg, with ri overDi, theirO-sequential compositionSeq(r�(1); : : : ; r�(p)) is
defined to be ap-step voting rule over allO-legal profiles.
Given anO-legal profileP , in the first stepr�(1) selectsd�(1) from Px�(1) , and afterd�(1); : : : ; d�(i�1) have been
selected,d�(i) is selected byr�(i) fromPx�(i) jd�(1):::d�(i�1) .
After p steps,(d�(1); : : : ; d�(p)) is chosen to be the winner.
The following is the formal definition.

Definition 2 For any local rules fr1; : : : ; rpg and
an order O, define their O-sequential compositionSeq(r�(1); : : : ; r�(p)) be a rule over Legal1(O) s.t.
for any O-legal profile P , Seq(r�(1); : : : ; r�(p))(P ) =(d�(1); : : : ; d�(p)) iff for all i � p,d�(i) = r�(i)(Px�(i) jd�(1):::d�(i�1)):

TheO-sequential composition of correspondences is de-
fined similarly. The difference is, at each step,i selects
multiple winners.

Definition 3 For any local correspondences1; : : : ; p, de-
fine theirO-sequential compositionSeq(�(1); : : : ; �(p))
as a correspondence overLegal1(O) s.t. for anyO-legal
profileP , (d�(1); : : : ; d�(p)) 2 Seq(�(1); : : : ; �(p))(P ) iff
for all i � p,d�(i) 2 �(i)(Px�(i)jd�(1):::d�(i�1) ):



Now we recall the definition ofdecomposablevoting
rules. A voting rule is decomposable iff it can be writ-
ten as a sequential composition of multiple local rules onLegal1(O) for some orderO.

Definition 4 A voting ruler on X = D1 � : : : � Dp is
decomposableiff there existp voting rulesr1; : : : ; rp onD1; : : : ; Dp and an orderO onX such that for anyO-legal
profileP , we haveSeq(r�(1); : : : ; r�(p))(P ) = r(P ). The
definition is similar for correspondences.

Properties of voting rules
In this section we briefly recall some well-known criteria for
voting rules. A voting ruler satisfies� anonymity, if the output of the rule is insensitive to a per-

mutation of voters;� homogeneity, if for any voteV and anyn 2 N, r(V ) =r(nV );� neutrality, if for any profileP and any permutationM on
candidates,r(M(P )) = M(r(P ));� monotonicity, if for any profileP = (V1; : : : ; VN ) and an-
other profileP 0 = (V 01 ; : : : ; V 0N ) s.t. eachV 0i is obtained
from Vi by raising onlyr(P ), we haver(P 0) = r(P );� consistency, also known as reinforcement, if for any two
disjoint profilesP1; P2 s.t. r(P1) = r(P2), thenr(P1 [P2) = r(P1) = r(P2);� participation, if for any profileP and any voteV , r(P [fV g) <V r(P );� consensusif for any profileP = (V1; : : : ; VN ), there is
no candidate s.t.  �Vi r(P ) for all i � N ;� Condorcet criterion, if whenever there is a Condorcet
winner in a voting profileP , thenr(P ) must be the Con-
dorcet winner.

Order-independent sequential composition
The sequential composition of rules as defined in the pre-

vious Section assumes that the orderO according to which
the voters have to report their conditional preferences on
variable domains is fixed from the beginning. This is a
strong restriction, as in many contexts, this order is not
known from the beginning of the process. Therefore we con-
sider the following notion, that does not need the order to be
fixed.
Definition 5 (order-independent sequential composition )
Given a set of voting rulesfr1; : : : ; rpg overD1; : : : ; Dp,
their order-independent sequential compositionis defined
as mapping fromLegal(X ) to X such that for any orderO
andP 2 Legal(O),SeqOI(r1; : : : ; rp)(P ) = Seq(r�(1); : : : ; r�(p))(P ):SeqOI(r1; : : : ; rp) is well defined, because it has been
proved in (Lang 2007) (Observation 3) that for anyP 2 Legal(X ), if P � O and P � O0 thenSeq(r�(1); : : : ; r�(p))(P ) = Seq(r(1); : : : ; r(p))(P ).

“Order-independent” means that the ordering of vari-
ablesO is not fixed from the beginning, and once the or-
der is given, then order-independent sequential composi-
tion is indeed the sequential composition of the order. The
difference between order-independent and fixed-order se-
quential compositions of voting rules is in theirapplica-
bility domains: while Seq(r1; : : : ; rn) is defined only onLegal(x1 > : : :xn), SeqOI(r1; : : : ; rn) is defined on the
setLegal(X ) of all legal profiles.

We now strengthen the notion of decomposability so that
it applies on order-independent sequential composition. A
voting rule is strongly decomposable if its restrictions onLegal(X ) is the order-independent sequential composition
of some local rules.

Definition 6 (Strong decomposability) A voting ruler onX = D1� : : :�Dp is strongly decomposable iff there exist
voting rulesr1; : : : ; rp onD1; : : : ; Dp such that for any le-
gal profileP , we haveSeqOI(r�(1); : : : ; r�(p))(P ) = r(P ).
The definition for correspondences is similar.

From the definition of strong decomposability we imme-
diately know that ifr is strongly decomposable, then it is
also decomposable. For each of the properties of voting
rules listed above, we now consider the logical relationship
between the satisfaction of the property for each of the lo-
cal rules and the satisfaction of the property for their order-
independent sequential composition. The following result
states that for most of these properties, if at least oneri does
not satisfy it then the sequential composition does not either
(see (Xia, Lang, & Ying 2007) for similar results for fixed-
order composition).

Theorem 1 Let Prop 2 fanonymity, homogeneity , neu-
trality, monotonicity, consistency, participation, consensusg.
If SeqOI(r1; : : : ; rp) satisfiesProp then for any1 � i � p,ri also satisfiesProp.

We now consider the implication in the reverse direction.

Theorem 2 LetProp 2 fhomogeneity, monotonicity, con-
sistencyg. If for all 1 � i � p, ri satisfiesProp thenSeqOI(r1; : : : ; rp) also satisfiesProp.

We now focus on neutrality. We start by the specific case
of two binary variables. It is already known(Xia, Lang, &
Ying 2007) that the composition of two plurality correspon-
dences on binary domains is neutral. This extends to order-
independent composition:

Theorem 3 Let 1 (resp. 2) be the plurality correspon-
dence onf01; 11g (resp. onf02; 12g). ThenSeqOI(1; 2)
is a neutral correspondence.

By theorem 1, the neutrality of order-independent sequen-
tial composition induces the neutrality of eachri. Now we
present another necessary condition forSeqOI(1; : : : ; p)
to be neutral.

Theorem 4 If SeqOI(1; : : : ; p) is neutral, then(jDij =jDj j) ) (i = j).
Herei = j means thati andj behaves the same on re-
spective domain. For any bijectionfi;j : Di ! Dj and any
profilePi onDi, fi;j(i(Pi)) = j(fi;j(Pi)): This notation
is meaningful becausei andj are neutral andjDij = jDj j.



Decomposable permutations
Analyzing the neutrality of (strongly) decomposable voting
rules is difficult, mainly because of the domain restriction
of such rules: the problem relies in the fact that the ef-
fect of a transformation on a legal profile may not be legal.
Therefore, we study the permutations that transform a le-
gal profile into another legal one. Since the outcome of a
sequential rule is determined by the CP-nets the votes are
consistent with, we focus on pairs of the CP-nets(N1;N2),N1 � O;N2 � O0 s.t. there exists a permutationM and a
voteV1 � N1 andM(V1) � N2. We first study the caseO = O0, and then extend the results toO 6= O0.
Order preserving permutations
We first define a class of permutations composed of multi-
ple steps (similarly to sequential voting rules). For any setX , let S(X) be the set of all permutations onX . To bet-
ter present the properties of decomposable permutations, we
give the following definition so as to describe a permutation
that can transform a linear preference extending a given CP-
net to a linear preference that is compatible withO.
Definition 7 ((N ;O)-legal) LetN be a CP-net overX . A
permutationM 2 S(X ) is (N ;O)-legal if there exists a
voteV extendingN andM(V ) isO-legal.

We now defineO-decomposable permutations. AO-
decomposableM is composed of a set of conditional per-

mutationsfM ~dii 2 S(D�(i)) : i � p; ~di 2 D�(1) � : : : �D�(i�1)g, and transform~d = (d�(1); : : : ; d�(p)) in p steps.
In the first step,d�(1) is transformed toM;1 (d�(1)), which

is theD�(1)-component ofM(~d). After the firsti� 1 steps

are complete,d�(i) is transformed byMd�(1);:::;d�(i�1)i . The
process ends afterp steps.
Definition 8 (O-decomposable permutation)A permuta-
tion M 2 S(X ) is O-decomposable forO = x�(1) >: : : > x�(p), if for each 1 � i � p and each~di 2D�(1) � : : : �D�(i�1), there exists a permutationM ~dii onD�(i) s.t.M(d�(1); : : : ; d�(p))=(M;1 (d�(1)); : : : ;M (d�(1);:::;d�(p�1))p (d�(p))):
The set of allO-decomposable permutation is denoted byDP (O).
Example 2 Let p = 2, D1 = f01; 11g, D2 = f02; 12; 22g,
andO = x1 > x2. Consider the permutationM : 0102 7!1112; 0112 7! 1122; 0122 7! 1102; 1102 7! 0102; 1112 7!0122; 1122 7! 0112. M is O-decomposable. Its local con-
ditional permutations are:M1(01) = 11; M1(11) = 01;Mx1=012 (02) = 12; Mx1=012 (12) = 22; Mx1=012 (22) = 02;Mx1=112 (02) = 02; Mx1=112 (12) = 22; Mx1=112 (22) = 12.

The following question naturally arises: for anyM 2DP (O), if V extendsN , then what is the CP-net thatM(V )
extends? The answer is a CP-net obtained byN after a spe-
cial permutation closely related toM . To define this permu-
tation, we writeInd(M; i) to represent the temporary win-
ner after firsti steps of a decomposable permutationM .

Definition 9 For anyM 2 DP (O) and anyi � p, define
an induced permutationInd(M; i) on

Qij=1D�(j) s.t. for
anyd�(j) 2 D�(j); j � i,Ind(M; i)(d�(1); : : : ; d�(i))=(M;1 (d�(1));Md�(1)2 (d�(2)); : : : ;Md�(1);:::;d�(i�1)i (d�(i))):
Then we define the permutation on CP-nets induced byM .
Definition 10 Define a mappingfO : DP (O) !S(CP (O)) such that for anyO-decomposable permutationM and anyN 2 CP (O), if x�(1); : : : ; x�(i) : y�(i+1) �Nz�(i+1), thenInd(M; i)(x�(1); : : : ; x�(i)) :Mx�(1);:::;x�(i)i+1 (y�(i+1)) �fO(M)(N ) Mx�(1);:::;x�(i)i+1 (z�(i+1))
Example 3 TakeM as in Example 2. Consider the CP-netN : 01 � 11; 01 : 02 � 12 � 22; 11 : 12 � 22 � 02. ThenfO(M)(N ) is the following CP-net:11 � 01; 01 : 22 �12 � 02; 11 : 12 � 22 � 02.

The next three theorems shed some light on the “legal
pairs” (P;M(P )). The first and second concern the case
whereM 2 DP (O), and the third concerns the case whereM 62 DP (O).

The first theorem gives a characterization of the CP-net
associated with a vote obtained after applying a decompos-
able permutation. It says that for anyO-decomposable per-
mutationM , if V is compatible with a CP-netN compatible
withO, andM(V ) is alsoO-legal, thenM(V ) must extendfO(M)(N ).
Theorem 5 For anyM 2 DP (O) and any CP-netN � O,
if a vote V extendsN and M(V ) � O, thenM(V ) �fO(M)(N ).

Thus, in Example 3, if we takeV = 0102 � 0112 �1112 � 0122 � 1122 � 1102. M(V ) = 1112 �1122 � 0122 � 1102 � 0112 � 0102. We have thatV � O andM(V ) � O, thereforeM(V ) extends the CP-
netfO(M)(N ).

The next theorem focuses on decomposability. It says that
the composition of neutral local correspondences is insensi-
tive to permutations inDP (O). The same theorem holds for
decomposable rules.
Theorem 6 Let 1; : : : ; p be neutral correspondences onD1; : : : ; Dp, respectively. For anyO-legal profile P
and any M 2 DP (O), if M(P ) is O-legal, thenM(Seq(1; : : : ; p)(P )) = Seq(1; : : : ; p)(M(P )):
Notice that the precondition in this theorem requires bothP
andM(P ) areO-legal. This does not mean for anyM 2DP (O), M(P ) is O-legal for allO-legal profilesP . In
fact, M(P ) is not necessarily legal, for example, considerV1 = 1112 � 0112 � 1102 � 0102 2 Legal(x1 > x2),M 2 DP (x1 > x2) s.t. it only exchanges1102 and1112.
ThenM(V1) = 1102 � 0112 � 1112 � 0102 62 Legal(X ).

The last theorem says that ifM 62 DP (O), then there
exists a CP-netN such that for anyV � N , M(V ) is notO-legal.
Theorem 7 For anyM 2 S(X) � DP (O), there exists a
CP-netNM s.t. for any voteV consistent withNM , M(V )
is notO-legal.



Order-changing permutations
In this section, we consider the case whereP andM(P ) are
compatible with different orders. The study of this case is
motivated by the definition of strongly decomposable rules.
Fortunately, nearly all results in the last subsection can be
extended to this case (however, the proofs are much harder).
We first define an interesting property describing the relation
between two orders. We say two orders aresimilar if the
number of elements of the same ranked subdomains in the
two orders are the same.

Definition 11 Two ordersO = x�(1) > : : : > x�(p), O0 =x(1) > : : : > x(p) are said to besimilar, if for all i � p,jD�(i)j = jD(i)j.
We observed that if a permutationM can always transform
a CP-net compatible withO to another CP-net compatible
with O0, thenO andO0 are similar.

Theorem 8 Given two ordersO;O0 andM 2 S(X ), if M
is (N ;O0)-legal for allN � O, thenO0 must be similar toO.

In the sequel we writeDi = f0i; : : : ; (jDij�1)ig, and al-
ways writeO = x�(1) > : : : > x�(p), O0 = x(1) > : : : >x(p). When jDij = jDj j, we define a standard mappingfi;j fromDi to Dj s.t. fi;j(ki) = kj for anyk � jDij � 1.
These standard permutations only exchange the names of el-
ements inDi andDj . For example, whenD1 = f01; 11g
andD2 = f02; 12g, thenf1;2(01) = 02; f1;2(11) = 12.
Now we are able to define such order-changing permuta-
tions.

Definition 12 For any two similar ordersO andO0, define
an (O;O0)-induced permutationMO;O0 overX s.t. for anyd�(i) 2 D�(i)MO;O0(d�(1); : : : ; d�(p))=(f�(1);(1)(d�(1)); : : : ; f�(p);(p)(d�(p))):
Again we are concerned with the effect ofMO;O0 on CP-
nets. The induced permutationPO;O0 from CP (O) toCP (O0) is defined as follows. It only changes the name of
the variables in the CP-net, namely changingx�(i) to x(i).
Definition 13 Given any two similar ordersO andO0, de-
fine an(O;O0)-induced permutationPO;O0 fromCP (O) toCP (O0) s.t. for anyN 2 CP (O),x�(1) = d1 : : :x�(i) = di : x �N y)x(1) = f�(1);(1)(d1) : : :x(i) = f�(i);(i)(di) :f�(i+1);(i+1)(x) �PO;O0 (N ) f�(i+1);(i+1)(y):
Denote DP (O0) � MO;O0 = fM � MO;O0 : M 2DP (O0)g, whereM � MO;O0 is a permutation onX s.t.M �MO;O0(V ) = M(MO;O0(V )). We then present the
order-changing version of Theorem 5, Theorem 6, and The-
orem 7.

Theorem 9 For anyM 2 DP (O0) �MO;O0 and any CP-netN compatible withO, if a voteV extendsN andM(V ) isO0-legal, thenM(V ) extendsfO0(M �MO0;O)(PO;O0(N )).

Theorem 10 Let 1; : : : ; p be neutral correspondences onD1; : : : ; Dp respectively, such that(jDij = jDj j) ) (i =j). For anyO-legal profileP and anyM 2 DP (O0) �MO;O0, if M(P ) isO0-legal, thenM(SeqOI(1; : : : ; p)(P )) = SeqOI(1; : : : ; p)(M(P )):
Theorem 11 For anyM 2 S(X)�DP (O0) �MO;O0 , there
exists a CP-netNM � O s.t. for any voteV consistent withNM , M(V ) is notO0-legal.

Justifying decomposability
Since proving or refuting the neutrality of a decomposable
rule is hard, we now relax the domain of decomposability
and neutrality by applying them to a smaller domainL =fL1; L2; : : :g whereLi � Legal(O)i. In order to keep the
properties of legal profiles, we requireLi be approximately
the set of alli-votesO-legal profilesLegal(O)i, i.e. with
the number of votersi increases,Li should occupy a large
portion ofLegal(O)i. The next three concepts are defined
to capture these ideas.

Definition 14 Given X , a countable sequenceL =fL1; L2; : : :g is nearly representativefor Legal(O) if

1. For anyi 2 N, Li � Legal(O)i.
2. limi!1 jLijjLegal(O)ji = 1.

Then we say a decomposable correspondence (rule) is
nearly neutralif it is neutral on a sequence nearly repre-
sentative forLegal(O).
Definition 15 A decomposable voting correspondenceSeq(�(1) : : : ; �(p)) is nearly neutral forLegal(O) if there
exists a nearly representative sequenceL for Legal(O)
such that for anyi 2 N, anyP 2 Li, and any permutationM 2 S(X ), if M(P ) isO-legal, thenM(Seq(�(1); : : : ; �(p))(P )) = Seq(�(1); : : : ; �(p))(M(P )):
Obviously, ifSeq(�(1) : : : ; �(p)) is neutral, then it is also
nearly neutral, and whenLi = Legal(O)i for all i, nearly
neutrality is equivalent to neutrality. Similarly, a nearly de-
composable rule is a rule that coincides with a decomposable
rule on a nearly representative sequenceL for Legal(O).
Definition 16 A voting correspondence onX is nearly de-
composableif there exists1; : : : ; p and a nearly represen-
tative sequenceL for Legal(O) s.t. for anyi 2 N and anyP 2 Li, (P ) = Seq(�(1) : : : ; �(p)):
Now, we give an example of nearly representative sequence
for Legal(O). We say that a profile isO-universal if its
votes cover all possible CP-nets that are compatible withO.

Definition 17 AnO-legal profileP isO-universalif for any
CP-netN compatible withO, there exists a voteV in P
extendingN .

Let us writeUi(O) = fP : jP j = i; P isO- universalg;
by simple calculations we can prove thatU(O) =fU1(O); : : : ; g is nearly representative forLegal(O). Then
we can give the main theorem of this section, which says that
the sequential composition of any neutral correspondencesis
nearly neutral.



Theorem 12 For any local neutral correspondences1; : : : ; p, Seq(1; : : : ; p) is nearly neutral.

Another interesting question is about the existence of neu-
tral and nearly decomposable correspondences. The answer
is affirmative. To see this, we define a correspondenceC
such thatC(P ) = � Seq(1; : : : ; p)(P ) If P is universalX Otherwise

For any non-universalO-legal profileP and any permuta-
tion M , M(P ) cannot be universal by Theorem 7. So ifM(P ) isO-legal thenC(P ) = C(M(P )) = M(C(P )) =X . For any universal profileP , from Theorem 7 we know
that ifM 2 S(X )�DP (O) thenM(P ) is notO-legal, and
from Theorem 6 we know that ifM 2 DP (O) andM(P ) isO-legal, thenC(P ) = M(C(P )). SoC is neutral. SinceU
is a nearly representative sequence forLegal(O), we know
thatC is nearly decomposable. This is summarized in the
following theorem.
Theorem 13 For any local neutral correspondences1; : : : ; p, there exists a neutral and nearly decomposable
correspondenceC on X s.t. for any universal profileP ,C(P ) = Seq(1; : : : ; p)(P ):

Justifying strong decomposability
In this section, we study strong decomposability in a similar
approximative framework.
Definition 18 A countable sequenceL = fL1; L2; : : :g is
nearly representativefor Legal(X ) if
1. For anyi 2 N, Li � Legali(X ).
2. limi!1 jLijjLegali(X )j = 1.

A strongly decomposable voting correspondenceSeqOI(1; : : : ; p) is nearly neutral forLegal(X ) if it
is neutral on some nearly representative sequenceL forLegal(X ). A voting correspondence on Legal(X ) is
nearly strongly decomposable, if there exists1; : : : ; p and
a nearly representative sequenceL for Legal(X ) s.t. for
anyi 2 N and anyP 2 Li, (P ) = SeqOI(1; : : : ; p)(P ):
DenoteUi = SO Ui(O) the set of all universal profiles
of i voters. We claim thatU = fU1; : : :g is nearly repre-
sentative forLegal(X ). The main theorem of this section
says that if a set of neutral local correspondences satisfy a
necessary condition for their order-independent sequential
composition to be neutral (see Theorem 4), then their order-
independent sequential composition is nearly neutral.
Theorem 14 For any neutral local correspondences1; : : : ; p, if (jDij = jDj j) ) (i = j), thenSeqOI(1; : : : ; p) is nearly neutral.
Like Theorem 13, a similar construction leads to the the next
theorem.
Theorem 15 For any local neutral correspondences1; : : : ; p, if (jDij = jDj j) ) (i = j), then there exists a
neutral and nearly strong decomposable correspondenceC
onLegal(X ) such that for any universal profileP ,C(P ) = SeqOI(1; : : : ; p)(P ):

Conclusion and future work
To define the sequential composition of local voting rules
without the ordering over attributes being fixed from the be-
ginning, we introduced order-independent sequential com-
position and strong decomposability. We studied the prop-
erties of this new definition of decomposability. We stud-
ied to which extent some of the most relevant properties of
voting rules can be lifted from local rules to their sequen-
tial composition. The most interesting of these properties
is neutrality; in order to study neutrality of the composi-
tion of local voting rules, we first explored the properties
of order-preserving and order-changing permutations, then
we introduced the notions of near-decomposability and near-
neutrality, in order to define an approximative framework to
study the neutrality and (strong) decomposability on a large
set of legal profiles. These results lead to the conclusion that
the neutrality of local rules can always be nearly lifted to
their (safe) sequential composition.

We plan to study further the properties of strong de-
composability, especially the existence of neutral strongde-
composable correspondences. Lastly, our order-independent
compositions of local voting rules can be a solution to mul-
tiple election paradoxes (Brams, Kilgour, & Zwicker 1998)
or simultaneous referenda (Lacy & Liou 2000). Separabil-
ity allows for escaping these paradoxes; however, it is is a
very demanding assumption. Our composition of local vot-
ing rules has a much wider range of applicability, and still al-
lows to some extent to escape the paradoxes (see (Xia, Lang,
& Ying 2007) for a preliminary study, with fixed-order se-
quential composition).
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